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STRICT 2-GROUPS ARE CROSSED MODULES
SVEN-S. PORST
ABSTRACT. The 2-categories of strict 2-groups and crossed modules
are introduced and their 2-equivalence is made explicit.
INTRODUCTION
Crossed modules and strict 2-groups have been known since the middle of the
twentieth century. Their recent renaissance in the area of ‘higher’ bundles
and gauge theory brings them to then attention of differential geometers and
mathematical physicists who may not be as familiar with the underlying
concepts as homotopy or category theorists are.
This text aims to define crossed modules and strict 2-groups in a concrete
way. Furthermore the frequently quoted 2-equivalence of the 2-categories of
crossed modules and strict 2-groups is shown in full detail. In particular, the
text includes a solution to the very last exercise in [Bor94] and the argument
found in Forrester-Barker’s helpful paper [FB02]. With the 2 -equivalence be-
ing established, the result goes a bit beyond those and provides the omitted
proof to Theorem 2 of [BS76]. Category theorists will find the hands-on
computations too laborious and may prefer the more abstract proof of the
same fact in Theorem 5.13 of [Fio07].
The computations needed to do this are technically simple and occasion-
ally tedious. The main effort is keeping in mind the kinds of objects and
morphisms being used. Many brackets and multiplication signs are omit-
ted from notation for the sake of legibility. However, the formulæ’s meaning
should still remain clear in the context of the elements and letters used.
An introduction to internal categories and 2-categories is given in sec-
tion 1. It highlights the parallels between the definition of a category and
that of a 2-category – going along the lines of chapter 7 in [Bor94]. Another
convenient introduction is contained in chapter XII of [ML98] while an early
review of the subject is given in [KS74].
Strict 2-groups are introduced in section 2 as internal categories in the
category of groups. It follows immediately from this that the composition
in a 2-group is uniquely determined by the rest of the structure. Crossed
modules along with their morphisms and 2-morphisms are introduced in
section 3. They come from homotopy theory and have been around for well
over half a century [Whi46; Whi49]; An account of that can be found in
[Nor90]. 2-morphisms of crossed modules were already defined as homotopies
in [Coc52].
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In sections 4 and 5 2-functors from strict 2-groups to crossed modules
and vice versa are given. The construction used on the object level can also
be found in section XII.8 of [ML98] and in more detail in [FB02]. Section 6
finally shows that these 2-functors establish a 2-equivalence.
1. CATEGORIES, INTERNAL CATEGORIES, 2-CATEGORIES
We begin by recalling basic definitions from category theory and introducing
internal categories as well as 2-categories.
Definition. A category G consists of a class of objects G0 and a set of
morphisms G1(A,B) for all pairs (A,B) of objects. For any triple of objects
(A,B,C) there is a composition map
◦ : G1(B,C)×G1(A,B) −→ G1(A,C)
and for each object A there is an identity morphism
iA ∈ G1(A,A) .
The composition is required to be associative and the identity morphisms
have to satisfy iB ◦ f = f = f ◦ iA for all morphisms f ∈ G1(A,B).
We denote by G1 the class of all morphisms in G and write the source,
target and identity maps
s : G1 −→ G0 t : G1 −→ G0 i : G0 −→ G1
We use the pullback G1 s×t G1 to define the composition map globally
◦ : G1 s×t G1 → G1 .
In this notation the conditions for G being a category can be written in terms
of diagrams only. They are equivalent to commutativity of the following
diagrams:
G0
idG0
}}
i

idG0
!!
G0 G1s
oo
t
// G0
G1 ×G0
idG1 ×i

G1
idG1 ×soo
idG1

t×idG1 // G0 ×G1
i×idG1

G1 s×t G1 ◦
// G1 G1 s×t G1◦
oo
(1)
G1
s

G1 s×t G1
pi2oo
◦

pi1 // G1
t

G0 G1s
oo
t
// G0
G1 s×t G1 s×t G1
idG1 ×◦

◦×idG1 // G1 s×t G1
◦

G1 s×t G1 ◦
// G1
Definition. Given two categories G and G′, a functor F : G → G′ consists
of two maps
F0 : G0 −→ G
′
0 and F1 : G1 −→ G
′
1
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which are compatible with the source, target, identity as well as composition
maps, meaning that the following diagrams commute:
G0
F0

G1
soo
F1

t // G0
F0

G′0 G
′
1
s′
oo
t′
// G′0
G0
F0

i // G1
F1

G′0
i′
// G′1
G1 s×t G1
F1×F1

◦ // G1
F1

G′1 s′×t′ G
′
1 ◦′
// G′1
(2)
We shall omit the index of F from notation whenever the context makes
clear whether we are working on the level of objects or morphisms.
Definition. Given two functors F,E : G → G′, a natural transformation
ϑ : F ⇒ E assigns to every object A in G a morphism ϑA : FA→ EA in G′
such that for each morphism
f ∈ G1(A,B) diagram (3a) com-
mutes. If all ϑA are isomor-
phisms, ϑ is called a natural iso-
morphism.
Diagram (3a) is a diagram in G
and its commutativity is equiva-
lent to commutativity of diagram
(3b) in the category of sets. This
will be useful when generalising
this definition to 2-categories in
a moment.
FA
Ff
//
ϑA

FB
ϑB

EA
Ef
// EB
(3a)
G(A,B)
F //
E

G′(FA,FB)
ϑB◦

G′(EA,EB)
◦ϑA
// G′(FA,EB)
(3b)
Again, the condition of a map ϑ : G0 → G
′
1 being a natural transforma-
tion can be expressed in the language of diagrams. It is equivalent to the
commutativity of the following two:
G0
F0
yy
ϑ

E0
%%
G′0 G
′
1
s′oo t
′
// G′0
G1
(ϑt,F1)
//
(E1,ϑs)

G′1 s′×t′ G
′
1
◦′

G′1 s′×t′ G
′
1 ◦′
// G′1
(4)
Definition. Two categories G,G′ are called equivalent if there are functors
F : G −→ G′ and E : G′ −→ G
such that there are natural isomorphisms
ϑ : E ◦ F
∼
=⇒ idG and σ : F ◦ E
∼
=⇒ idG′ .
Definition. Given a category C with finite limits, we say that the tuple of
objects and morphisms in C G = (G0, G1, s, t, i, ◦) is an internal category in
C if the four diagrams in (1) commute.
An internal functor in C between internal categories G and G′ is a pair of
C-morphisms (F0 : G0 → G
′
0, F1 : G1 → G
′
1) such that the diagrams in (2)
commute. An internal natural transformation in C between internal functors
F,F ′ : G → G′ is a morphism ϑ : G0 → G
′
1 in C making the diagrams in (4)
commute.
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In general we have to express the conditions for an internal category
in the language of morphisms and commutative diagrams. But given a
faithful forgetful functor F : C → Sets which preserves and reflects pull-
backs, the tuple (G0, G1, s, t, i, ◦) is an internal category in C if and only if
(FG0, FG1, Fs, F t, F i, F◦) is a small category. That is, if there is a suit-
able forgetful functor to the category of sets, we can work with an internal
category as if it were a category. The forgetful functor from the category of
groups to the category of sets is an example for this which will implicitly be
used in the following sections.
Definition. A 2-category G consists of a class of objects G0 and for any
pair of objects (A,B) a small category of morphisms G(A,B) – with objects
G1(A,B) and morphisms G2(A,B) –, along with composition functors
◦ : G(B,C)× G(A,B) −→ G(A,C)
for every triple (A,B,C) of objects and identity functors from the terminal
category
iA : 1 −→ G(A,A)
for all objects A such that ◦ is associative and
iB ◦ F = F = F ◦ iA as well as iB ◦ ϑ = ϑ = ϑ ◦ iA
hold for all F ∈ G1(A,B) and ϑ ∈ G2(A,B).
For all pairs of objects (A,B) elements of G1(A,B) are called morphisms
or 1-cells of G and elements of G2(A,B) are called 2-morphisms or 2-cells
of G. We write G1 and G2 for the classes of all morphisms and 2-morphisms
respectively.
There are two ways of composing 2-morphisms: using the composition
• inside the categories G(A,B), called vertical composition, and using the
morphism level of the functor ◦, called horizontal composition.
Remark. A 2-category G gives rise to various category structures: the mor-
phism category G(A,B) for each pair (A,B) of objects; the category of
objects and morphisms between them (G0, G1); and the category of objects
and 2-morphisms between them (G0, G2). This means we have three dif-
ferent compositions already. In the following example our objects will be
categories and thus each of them brings its own composition as well.
Example. The standard example is the 2-category Cat of small categories,
functors and natural transformations. For any pair of small categories (G,G′)
we have the functor category Fun(G,G′). Compositions inside the Fun(G,G′)
give the vertical composition of the 2-category. Its horizontal composition is
given by
◦ : Fun(G′,G′′)× Fun(G,G′) −→ Fun(G,G′)
(F ′, F ) 7−→ F ′ ◦ F
(ϑ′ : F ′ ⇒ E′, ϑ : F ⇒ E) 7−→ [A 7→ ϑ′(EA)F ′(ϑA)] ,
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that is by composition of functors on
the object level; To understand the
construction on the morphism level,
consider the natural transformation
diagram (3a) for the natural transfor-
mation ϑ′ applied to the morphism
ϑA : FA→ EA in G′.
F ′FA
F ′(ϑA)
//
(ϑ′◦ϑ)(A)
((Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
ϑ′(FA)

F ′EA
ϑ′(EA)

E′FA
E′(ϑA)
// E′EA
Its diagonal map is just the morphism defined above and commutativity
of the diagram means that we can alternatively use E′(ϑA)ϑ′(FA). Once
this is clear and identity functors have been defined as
iG(∗) = idG iG(id∗) = [ ididG : idG ⇒ idG A 7→ iA ] (6)
it is quickly seen that all the required identities are satisfied.
Example. The previous example also holds for internal categories: For a
category C with finite limits, internal categories in C, along with functors in
C and natural transformations in C, form a 2-category.
Example. Another classical example for a 2-category is given by topological
spaces, continuous maps and homotopy classes of homotopies.
Definition. Given two 2-categories G,G′, a 2-functor F : G → G′ is a map
of objects F0 : G0 → G
′
0 and for any pair of objects (A,B) in G, a functor
FA,B : G(A,B)→ G
′(F0A,F0B) preserving composition and identities. That
is for all triples of objects (A,B,C) and objects D in G0:
FB,C(−) ◦ FA,B(−) = FA,C(− ◦ −) and iFD(−) = FD,Di(−)
Definition. Given two 2-functors F,E : G → G′, a 2-natural transformation
ϑ : F ⇒ E assigns to every object A of G a morphism ϑA ∈ G′1(F0A,E0A)
such that for all pairs of objects (A,B) the following generalisation of dia-
gram (3b) to a diagram in the category of small categories commutes:
G(A,B)
FA,B
//
EA,B

G′(FA,FB)
ϑB◦

G′(EA,EB)
◦ϑA
// G′(FA,EB)
(7)
Here ◦ϑA and ϑA◦ denote pre- and postcomposition with the morphism ϑA
on the level of G1 and with iϑA – also known as ‘whiskering with ϑA’ – on
the level of G2. Thus, for 2-morphisms the condition of the diagram can be
written as
FA
ϑA
%%
ϑA
99EA
Ef
%%
Eg
99EB = FA
Ff
%%
Fg
99FB
ϑB
%%
ϑB
99EBiϑA

Eα

iϑB

Fα

for morphisms f, g ∈ G(A,B). If ϑA is an isomorphism for all objects A, the
2-natural transformation ϑ is called a 2-natural isomorphism.
Definition. 2-categories G,G′ are called 2-equivalent if there are 2-functors
F : G −→ G′ and E : G′ −→ G such that there are 2-natural isomorphisms
ϑ : E ◦ F
∼
=⇒ idG and σ : F ◦E
∼
=⇒ idG′ .
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2. STRICT 2-GROUPS
There are a number of ways to think about a ‘higher’ analogue of a group.
A particularly useful and simple one is the notion of a strict 2-group which
can be defined using the language of internal categories.
Definition. A strict 2-group is an internal category in the category of
groups.
This definition of a strict 2-group as a category in the category of groups
is equivalent to that of a 2-group as a group in the category of small cate-
gories, also known as a categorical group, where the associativity and unit
conditions hold as equalities rather than up to isomorphisms – hence the
‘strict’ in the name. See [BL04] for an explanation of both approaches and
their equivalence.
Example 1. Every group G gives a strict 2-group by taking G as objects and
the minimal set of morphisms: (G,G, idG, idG, idG, ◦).
Example 2. Every group G gives a groupoid with a single object and G as
the group of morphisms. If G is abelian, the multiplication map in G is a
morphism and can be used as composition, making the groupoid a strict
2-group.
Example 3. For a given group G, there is a 2-group with G0 = AutG,
G1 = G ⋉AutG, s(g, F ) = F , t(g, F ) = Adg ◦F – Ad denoting the adjoint
action –, i(g) = (e, g) and (g′, F ′) ◦ (g, F ) = (g′g, F ). This is known as the
automorphism 2-group of G.
The composition being a group morphism is equivalent to the interchange
law or middle-four-exchange, which shows how the multiplication · and com-
position ◦ can be interchanged; for all (a, b), (a′, b′) ∈ G1 s×t G1:
◦
(
a · a′, b · b′
)
= ◦
(
(a, b) · (a′, b′)
)
= ◦(a, b) · ◦(a′, b′) (8)
In particular the interchange law and sa = tb give that
a ◦ b = (a isa−1 isa) ◦ (isa isa−1b)
= (a ◦ isa)(isa−1 ◦ isa−1)(isa ◦ b)
= a(isa−1 ◦ isa−1)b
= a isa−1 b .
(9) =
Here, the second equality is illustrated by the diagram at the right where
the inner vertical lines represent multiplication and the middle horizontal
line represents composition. The operation of the dotted lines is used first,
that of the solid ones second. We have thus shown:
Proposition. To define a strict 2-group we only need to specify the groups
G0 and G1 along with the source, target and identity morphisms s, t, i. If a
composition morphism ◦ exists such that the conditions (1) are satisfied, it
is uniquely determined by the other maps as a ◦ b = a isa−1 b.
Corollary. For a ∈ ker s we have:
a ◦ b = a isa−1 b = ab. (10)
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It will prove useful to have the group isomorphism
ϕ : G1 −→ ker s⋉G0 a 7−→ (a isa
−1, sa) (11)
with inverse ϕ−1(h, g) = h ig where the semidirect product comes from the
adjoint action g 7→ Adig of G0 on ker s. The composition ◦ together with ϕ
lets us move the composition to ker s ⋉ G0 as ◦ = ϕ(◦)ϕ
−1 × ϕ−1; for all
composable (k, g), (k′, g′) ∈ ker s⋉G0:
ϕ[ϕ−1(k, g) ◦ ϕ−1(k′, g′)] = ϕ[k ig ◦ k′ig′]
= ϕ[k ig is(k ig) k′ig′] = ϕ[kk′ ig] = (kk′, g) (12)
Projecting to the first component with the map pi1 shows that on the ker s-
component composition on ker s⋉G0 is nothing but multiplication – which
is another statement of the corollary above.
We still need morphisms to go along with strict 2-groups. As strict 2-
groups are defined as categories in the category of groups, we define their
morphisms and 2-morphisms along the same lines to give us a 2-category.
Definition. A morphism of strict 2-groups is a functor in the category
of groups. A 2-morphism of strict 2-groups is a natural transformation in
the category of groups. With these we get the 2-category of strict 2-groups,
2-Grp, as the 2-category of categories, functors and natural transformations
in the category of groups.
3. CROSSED MODULES
Crossed modules appeared in homotopy theory in the mid twentieth century
[Whi49]. The name of the Peiffer identity (13) used in their definition goes
back to the elements defined by Peiffer in her dissertation [Pei49] which were
used by Reidemeister to formulate the equation [Rei49, (5)].
Definition. A crossed module is a quadruple consisting of two groups, a
group homomorphism and an action, χ = (G,H, τ :H→G, α :G×H→H),
such that the following diagrams commute:
G×H
id×τ

α // H
τ

G×G
Ad
// G
H ×H
τ×id

Ad
&&
G×H α
// H
In other words – we require τ to be G-equivariant and the action α to
satisfy the so-called Peiffer identity for all h, h′ ∈ H:
α(τh, h′) = hh′h−1 (13)
Example 1. For a group G we get a crossed module (G, {e}, i, α(g, ·) = id{e})
for which the inclusion i and the identity action are the only possible maps
for the given groups.
Example 2. For an abelian group G ({e}, G, e, α(e, ·) = idG) is a crossed
module where the constant map e and the identity action are the only ones
possible.
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Example 3. For any group G (AutG, G, τ : g 7→ Adg, α = idAutG) is a
crossed module as AdF τg = AdF Adg = AdF (g) = τF (g) = τα(ϕ, g) and
α(τg, g′) = Adg(g
′) = gg′g−1.
Definition. A morphism of crossed modules (G,H, τ, α), (G′,H ′, τ ′, α′) is a
pair of group morphisms (γ : G → G′, δ : H → H ′) such that the following
diagrams commute:
H
τ

δ // H ′
τ ′

G γ
// G′
(14a) G×H
α

γ×δ
// G′ ×H ′
α′

H
δ
// H ′
(14b)
Definition and Fact. Crossed modules and morphisms of crossed modules
together with component-wise composition and identities give the category
of crossed modules.
Definition. Given morphisms (γ, δ), (Γ,∆) : (G,H, τ, α) → (G′,H ′, τ ′, α′)
of crossed modules, a 2-morphism η : (γ, δ) ⇒ (Γ,∆) of crossed modules is
given by the source and target morphisms along with a map η : G → H ′
satisfying the condition
η(gg˜) = ηg α′(γg, ηg˜) (15)
for all g, g˜ ∈ G as well as for all g ∈ G and h ∈ H the conditions
τ ′η(g) = Γg γg−1 (16a)
ητ(h) = ∆h δh−1 (16b)
H
∆
//
δ //
τ

H ′
τ ′

G
Γ
//
γ
//
η
77
G′
Remark. η is an ordinary map and not required to be a group morphism. In-
stead, the condition of equation (15) may look familiar from that of crossed
homomorphisms in group cohomology [ML63, IV.2]. It ensures that the in-
duced map
E : G −→ H ′ ⋉G′ g 7−→ (ηg, γg)
is a group morphism. The other two equations are the usual chain homotopy
conditions if one considers crossed modules as chain complexes with two
non-trivial groups and τ as their only non-trivial morphism.
For 2-morphisms η : (γ, δ) ⇒ (Γ,∆), η¯ : (Γ,∆) ⇒ (Γ¯, ∆¯) a (vertical)
composition is defined by multiplication in H ′:
(η¯ • η) : (γ, δ) =⇒ (Γ¯, ∆¯) G −→ H ′ g 7−→ η¯g ηg
It is associative as multiplication in H ′ is and a few computations confirm
that η¯ • η is indeed a 2-morphism of crossed modules: For all g, g˜ ∈ G use
the first chain homotopy condition for η and the Peiffer identity to see
α′(Γg, η¯g˜) ηg
(16a)
= α′(τ ′ηg γg, η¯g˜) ηg = α′(τ ′ηg, α′(γg, η¯g˜)) ηg
(13)
= ηg α′(γg, η¯g˜)
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and it follows that
(η¯ • η) (gg˜) = η¯(gg˜) η(gg˜) = η¯g α′(Γg, η¯g˜) ηg α′(γg, ηg˜)
= η¯g ηg α′(γg, η¯g˜)α′(γg, ηg˜)
= (η¯ • η)g α′(γg, (η¯ • η)g˜) .
The chain homotopy conditions for η¯ • η follow straightforwardly:
τ ′(η¯ • η)g = τ ′η¯g τ ′ηg = Γ¯g Γg−1Γg γg−1 = Γ¯g γg−1
(η¯ • η)τh = η¯τh ητh = ∆¯h∆h−1∆h δh−1 = ∆¯h δh−1
This, together with the constant maps
i(γ, δ) : (γ, δ) =⇒ (γ, δ) G −→ H ′ g 7−→ e
as unit morphisms, defines the category of morphisms and 2-morphisms from
χ to χ′, X-Mod(χ, χ′). To get a 2-category we also need a composition functor
which is defined along the same lines as the one given for the horizontal
composition of natural transformations in (5):
◦ : X-Mod(χ′, χ′′)× X-Mod(χ, χ′) −→ X-Mod(χ, χ′′)
((γ′, δ′), (γ, δ)) 7−→ (γ′ ◦ γ, δ′ ◦ δ)
(η′ : (γ′, δ′)⇒(Γ′,∆′), η : (γ, δ)⇒(Γ,∆)) 7−→ ∆′η · η′γ = η′Γ · δ′η
On the object level this is composition in the category of crossed modules,
on the morphism level we need to verify that it actually gives a 2-morphism,
that is, it satisfies equation (15). In a computation similar to that done for
the vertical composition we first see that for the horizontal composition with
maps named as in the diagram
H
δ //
∆
//
τ

H ′
δ′ //
∆′
//
τ ′

H ′′
τ ′′

G
γ
//
Γ
//
η
77
G′
γ′
//
Γ′
//
η′
77
G′′
we have for all g, g˜ ∈ G
∆′α′(γg, ηg˜) η′γg
(14b)
= α′′(Γ′γg,∆′ηg˜) η′γg
(16a)
= α′′(τ ′′η′γg γ′γg,∆′ηg˜) η′γg
= α′′(τ ′′η′γg, α′′(γ′γg,∆′ηg˜)) η′γg
(13)
= η′γg α′′(γ′γg,∆′ηg˜) (17)
With this it follows that
(η′◦ η)(gg˜) = ∆′η(gg˜) η′γ(gg˜)
= ∆′ηg ∆′α′(γg, ηg˜) η′γg α′′(γ′γg, η′γg)
(17) = ∆′ηg η′γg α′′(γ′γg,∆′ηg˜) α′′(γ′γg, η′γg)
= ∆′ηg η′γg α′′(γ′γg,∆′ηg˜ η′γg˜)
= (η′◦ η)g α′′(γ′γg, (η′◦ η)g˜) .
Again, the chain homotopy conditions are verified easily,
τ ′′(η′◦ η) g = τ ′′∆′ηg τ ′′η′γg
(14a,16a)
= Γ′τ ′ηg Γ′γg γ′γg−1
(16a)
= Γ′Γg γ′γg−1
(η′◦ η) τh = ∆′ητh η′γτh
(16b, 14a)
= ∆′∆h∆′δh−1 η′τ ′δh
(16b)
= ∆′∆h δ′δh−1 ,
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showing that the definition of horizontal composition above gives another
2-morphism. This composition is associative as the multiplication in H ′′ is:
η′′◦ (η′◦ η) = η′◦ (∆′η · η′γ) = ∆′′(∆′η · η′γ) · η′′γ′γ
= ∆′′∆′η ·∆′′η′γ · η′′γ′γ = ∆′′∆′η · (η′′◦ η′)γ = (η′′◦ η′) ◦ η
Finally, the unit functor for a crossed module χ is defined by
iχ : 1 −→ X-Mod(χ, χ) ∗ 7−→ (idG, idH) id∗ 7−→ i(idG, idH)
On the object level this is just the unit of the category of crossed modules
and crossed module morphisms, on the morphism level, we easily verify for
any 2-morphism η : (γ, δ)⇒ (Γ,∆) : χ→ χ′ that the unit functor satisfies:
η ◦ iχ(id∗) = ∆iχ(id∗) η idG = η iχ
′(id∗)η = idH′ η iχ
′(id∗)γ = η
Hence we have shown:
Proposition and Definition. Crossed modules, crossed module morphisms
and crossed module 2-morphisms together with the structures defined above
form the 2-category X-Mod of crossed modules.
4. STRICT 2-GROUPS GIVE CROSSED MODULES
We want to define a 2-functor T from the 2-category 2-Grp to the 2-category
X-Mod. For this we need a map T0 that gives us a crossed module for each
strict 2-group and a functor TG,G′ for any two 2-groups G, G
′.
On the object level define
T0(G) = (G0, ker s, τ = t| ker s, α(g, h) = Adig h)
To see that this is a crossed module, note that all components are groups
and group morphisms as required. Equivariance of τ follows from t being a
group homomorphism with t ◦ i = idG:
τα(g, h) = t(ig h ig−1) = g th g−1 = Adg τ(h)
The Peiffer identity only concerns elements of H = ker s. Their role in G1
is more visible in the isomorphic group ker s⋉G0 after using the isomorphism
ϕ introduced in (11). Given a ∈ G1, write a
¯
for the first component of ϕ(a):
pi1ϕ(a) = pi1(a isa
−1, sa) = a isa−1 =: a
¯
With this the interchange law gives:
pi1
[
[(a
¯
, sa)(a
¯
′, sa′)]◦[(b
¯
, sb)(b
¯
′, sb′)]
](8)
= pi1
[
[(a
¯
, sa)◦(b
¯
, sb)][(a
¯
′, sa′)◦(b
¯
′, sb′)]
]
= =
pi1
[
(a
¯
isa a
¯
′ isa−1, sa sa′) ◦ (b
¯
isb b
¯
′ isb′, sb sb′)
]
pi1
[
(a
¯
b
¯
, sb)(a
¯
′b
¯
′, sb′)
]
= =
pi1
[
a
¯
isa a
¯
′ isa−1 b
¯
isb b
¯
′ isb−1, sb sb′
]
pi1
[
a
¯
b
¯
isb a
¯
′b
¯
′ isb−1, sb sb′
]
= =
a
¯
α(sa, a
¯
′) b
¯
α(sb, b
¯
′) a
¯
b
¯
α(sb, a
¯
′b
¯
′)
Cancelling a
¯
on the left, b
¯
α(sb, b
¯
′) on the right and using that sa = tb gives
α(tb, a
¯
′) = b
¯
α(sb, a
¯
′) b
¯
−1,
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which, for h = b
¯
= b ∈ ker s and h′ = a
¯
′ = a′ ∈ ker s, yields the Peiffer
identity (13): α(τh, h′) = hh′h−1. It follows that (G0, ker s, t| ker s, α) is a
crossed module as claimed.
Next define the functors
TG,G′ = (T1, T2) : 2-Grp(G,G
′) −→ X-Mod(T0G, T0G
′) .
On the object level, that is a map T1 of strict 2-group morphisms to crossed
module morphisms
T1 : (f0, f1) 7−→ (γ = f0, δ = f1| ker s)
which is well-defined as functoriality of (f0, f1) implies f1(ker s) ⊂ ker s
′.
With (f0, f1) being a functor in the category of groups we have for all g ∈ G
and h ∈ H that
γ(τh) = f0(th) = t
′(f1| ker s(h)) = τ
′δh ,
δ(α(g, h)) = f1| ker s(ig h ig
−1) = f1(ig) f1(h) f1(ig
−1) =
= if0(g) f1(h) if0(g)
−1 = α′(f0(g), f1| ker s(h)) = α
′(γg, δh),
proving that T1 indeed gives a morphism of crossed modules.
The two maps T0 and T1 we defined so far define a functor as two further
computations verify:
T1iG = T1(idG0 , idG1) = (idG0 , idG1 | ker s) = i T0G
T1((f
′
0, f
′
1) ◦ (f0, f1)) = T1(f
′
0 ◦ f0, f
′
1 ◦ f1) = (f
′
0 ◦ f0, f
′
1 ◦ f1| ker s) =
= (f ′0, f
′
1| ker s′) ◦ (f0, f1| ker s) = T1(f
′
0, f
′
1) ◦ T1(f0, f1)
Now consider the morphism component of the functor TG,G′ – a map
T2 on the level of 2-morphisms. For two 2-group morphisms F = (f0, f1),
E = (e0, e1) : G → G
′ of strict 2-groups and a 2-morphism F ⇒ E between
those morphisms, that is a natural transformation which is given by a group
morphism ϑ : G0 → G
′
1, we define a 2-morphism T1F ⇒ T1E of crossed
modules. To do that we need a map η : G = G0 → H
′. Composing ϑ with
the isomorphism ϕ′ and the projection pi′1 gives
η : G = G0
ϑ
−→ G′1
ϕ′
−→ ker s′ ⋉G′0
pi′
1−→ ker s′ = H ′ .
With this we define
T2 : [ϑ : F ⇒ E G0 → G
′
1 ] 7−→ [ η : T1F ⇒ T1E η = pi1ϕ
′ϑ : G→ H ′ ] .
In particular we have for all g ∈ G that
ηg = pi′1ϕ
′ϑg = pi′1(ϑg i
′s′ϑg−1, s′ϑg) = ϑg i′s′ϑg−1.
For g, g˜ ∈ G using the previous computation, the semidirect product, and
s′ϑ = γ gives
η(gg˜) = pi′1(ϕ
′ϑg · ϕ′ϑg˜)
= pi′1[(ϑg i
′s′ϑg−1, s′ϑg)(ϑg˜ i′s′ϑg˜−1, s′ϑg˜)]
= ϑg i′s′ϑg−1 α′(s′ϑg, ϑg˜ i′s′ϑg˜−1)
= ηg α′(γg, ηg˜)
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thus proving that the condition from equation (15) in the definition of a
2-morphism of crossed modules holds. The first chain homotopy property
(16a) follows from applying the natural transformation ϑ to g ∈ G, giving
morphisms ϑ(g) : f0(g)→ e0(g):
τ ′ηg = t′| ker s′pi
′
1ϕ
′ϑg = t′(ϑg i′s′ϑg−1) = t′ϑg t′i′s′ϑg−1
= t′ϑg s′ϑg−1 = e0g f0g
−1 = Γg γg−1
The first chain homotopy property
(16b) follows from using the natural
transformation diagram of ϑ for a
morphism
(h : e→ τh = th) ∈ H,
seen on the right. We conclude that
f0(e) = e
f1(h)=δh
//
ie=ϑe

f0(th)
ϑth

e0(e) = e
e1(h)=∆h
// e0(th)
ητ(h) = pi1ϕ
′ϑth = ϑth i′s′ϑth−1
th−1 = e, compose with identity = (ϑth ie) ◦ (δh δh−1)
interchange law (8) = (ϑth ◦ δh)(ie ◦ δh−1)
natural transformation diagram = (∆h ◦ ie) δh
−1 = ∆h δh−1 ,
completing the proof that T2 is a map from 2-morphisms of strict 2-groups
to 2-morphisms of crossed modules.
We now verify that TG,G′ = (T1, T2) is a functor as claimed. It preserves
identities for any F : G → G′:
i T1F
(6)
= [T1F ⇒ T1F g 7→ e ] = T2(F ⇒ F g 7→ iFg) = T2 iF
as well as vertical composition; where we have for vertically composable
2-morphisms ϑ¯, ϑ : G → G′:
T2(ϑ¯ • ϑ : g 7→ (ϑ¯ • ϑ)g) = [ g 7→ pi1ϕ
′(ϑ¯g ◦ ϑg)]
(10) = [ g 7→ pi1ϕ
′(ϑ¯g isϑg−1 ϑg)]
= [ g 7→ ϑ¯g isϑ¯g−1 ϑg isg−1 isisϑ¯g isϑ¯g−1]
= T2(ϑ¯) • T2(ϑ) .
This completes the proof that T : 2-Grp→ X-Mod is a 2-functor.
5. CROSSED MODULES GIVE STRICT 2-GROUPS
In this section we define a 2-functor S : X-Mod→ 2-Grp. On the object level
we begin with a crossed module χ = (G,H, τ :H→G, α :G×H → H) and
define groups
G0 = G and G1 = H ⋉G
with the semidirect product’s structure given by the action α. Furthermore
we define the source, target and identity maps
s : H ⋉G −→ G (h, g) 7−→ g t : H ⋉G −→ G (h, g) 7−→ τh g
i : G −→ H ⋉G g 7−→ (e, g).
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s is a projection of the semidirect product to its second factor G and i is the
inclusion of G in the semidirect product. Hence both are morphisms. The
fact that t is a morphism follows from equivariance of τ :
t((h, g) · (h′, g′)) = t(hα(g, h′), gg′) = τh τ(α(g, h′)) gg′
= τh g τh′g−1gg′ = t(h, g) · t(h′, g′)
The proposition in section 2 asserts that the composition of a strict 2-group
with the maps we already have has to be defined as
(j, τh g) ◦ (h, g) = (j, τh g)(e, τh g)−1(h, g) = (j, e)(h, g) = (jh, g) .
We need to check that this is a morphism, that is, the interchange law holds:
◦ [(j, τh g), (h, g)] · ◦[(j′, τh′g′), (h′, g′)]
= (jh, g) · (j′h′, g′) = (jhα(g, j′h′), gg′)
= (jhα(g, j′)h−1hα(g, h′), gg′)
Peiffer (13) = (j α(τh, α(g, j′))hα(g, h′), gg′)
= (j α(τh g, j′)hα(g, h′), gg′)
= ◦[(j α(τh g, j′), τh g τh′g′), (hα(g, h′), gg′)]
= ◦[(j, τh g) · (j′, τh′g′) , (h, g) · (h′, g′)]
A few simple computations show that the remaining conditions for a strict
2-group are satisfied as well:
s ◦ i(g) = s(e, g) = g t ◦ i(g) = t(e, g) = τe g = g
(h, g) ◦ i(s(h, g)) = (h, g) ◦ (e, g) = (h, g)
i(t(h, g)) ◦ (h, g) = (e, τh g) ◦ (h, g) = (h, g)
(k, τj τh g) ◦ ((j, τh g) ◦ (h, g)) = (k, τj τh g) ◦ (jh, g) = (k(jh), g) =
= ((kj)h, g) = (kj, τh g) ◦ (h, g) = ((k, τj τh g) ◦ (j, τh g)) ◦ (h, g)
s((j, τh g) ◦ (h, g)) = s(jh, g) = g = s(h, g)
t((j, τh g) ◦ (h, g)) = t(jh, g) = τj τh g = t(j, τh g)
With that being established we can assign a strict 2-group to each crossed
module, defining S on objects of X-Mod:
S0 : (G,H, τ, α) 7−→ (G,H ⋉G, s, t, i)
For crossed modules χ, χ′ we now define the functor
S(χ, χ′) : X-Mod(χ, χ′) −→ 2-Grp(S0(χ), S0(χ
′)) .
On objects of X-Mod(χ, χ′), that is on morphisms of crossed modules, we
define the map
S1 : [ (γ, δ) : χ→ χ
′ ] 7−→ (f0 = γ, f1 = (δ, γ)) .
It gives a pair of group morphisms and we have to verify that this pair is a
morphism in 2-Grp, that is, an internal functor in the category of groups.
We see that it preserves identity maps for all g ∈ G0
f1(ig) = (δ, γ)(e, g) = (e, γg) = if0(g)
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as well as respecting composition of morphisms (h, g), (h′, g′) ∈ ker s⋉G0
(δ, γ)((h′, g′) ◦ (h, g)) = (δ, γ)(h′h, g) = (δh′δh, γg)
= (δh′, γg′) ◦ (δh, γg) = (δ, γ)(h′, g′) ◦ (δ, γ)(h, g).
Next we verify that the S1 preserve identities
S1i(G,H, τ, α) = T1(idG, idH) = (idG, idH⋉G) = iS0(G,H, τ, α)
and are compatible with the compositions of morphisms in X-Mod and
2-Grp,
S1((γ
′, δ′) ◦ (γ, δ)) = S1(γ
′γ, δ′δ) = (γ′γ, (δ′δ, γ′γ))
= (γ′, (δ′, γ′)) ◦ (γ, (δ, γ)) = S1(γ
′, δ′) ◦ S1(γ, δ) .
On the level of morphisms in X-Mod(χ, χ′), that is 2-morphisms between
morphisms (γ, δ), (Γ,∆) : χ→ χ′ of crossed modules, we define
S2 : [ η : (γ, δ)⇒ (Γ,∆) G→ H
′ ] 7−→ [G→ H ′ ⋉G′ g 7→ (ηg, γg)]
To verify that this gives a 2-morphism
of 2-groups, that is an internal natural
transformation in the category of groups
S1(γ, δ) ⇒ S1(Γ,∆), we need to show
that the diagram at the right commutes
for all 2-group morphisms (h, g) : g → g¯.
γg
(δh,γg)
//
S2η(g)

γg¯
S2η(g¯)

Γg
(∆h,Γg)
// Γg¯
To show this we first note that the Peiffer identity gives:
ηg¯ δh = η(τh g) δh = ητh α′(γτh, ηg) δh
Peiffer (13) = ∆h α′(τ ′δh−1, α′(γτh, ηg)) = ∆h α′(τ ′δh−1γτh, ηg)
(14a) = ∆h α′(γτh−1γτh, ηg) = ∆h α′(e, ηg) = ∆h ηg ,
which implies the fact we want to show by re-writing the composition in
S0χ
′ in terms of the multiplication (9):
S2ηg¯ ◦ (δh, γg) = (ηg¯, γg¯) ◦ (δh, γg) = (ηg¯, γg¯)(e, γg¯
−1)(δh, γg)
= (ηg¯ δh, γg) = (∆h ηg, γg) = (∆h,Γg)(e,Γg−1)(ηg, γg)
= (∆h,Γg) ◦ (ηg, γg) = ∆h ◦ S2ηg .
Furthermore S2 preserves units
S2[ i(γ, δ) : g 7→ e ] = [ϑ : g 7→ (e, γg) = i
′γg = iS1(γ, δ)(g)] = iS1(γ, δ) ,
vertical compositions thanks to composition of morphisms in the 2-group
being multiplication on ker s′ (10)
S2(η¯ • η) = S2(g 7→ η¯g ηg) = [ g 7→ (η¯g ηg, γg)]
= [ g 7→ (η¯g,Γg) ] • [ g 7→ (ηg, γg)]
= S2(η¯) • S2(η) ,
and horizontal compositions pretty much by using definitions
S2(η
′ ◦ η) = S2(η
′γ · δ′η) = [ g 7→ (η′Γg · δ′ηg, γ′γg)]
= [ g′ 7→ (η′g′, γ′g)] ◦ [ g 7→ (ηg, γg)]
= S2(η
′) ◦ S2(η)
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– completing the proof that S = (S0, S1, S2) is a 2-functor.
6. ROUND TRIP
With the 2-functors S and T defined in the previous sections it is reasonable
to hope that the 2-categories of strict 2-groups and crossed modules are 2-
equivalent. To show this we need to find 2-natural isomorphisms
ξ : ST
∼
=⇒ id2-Grp and ζ : TS
∼
=⇒ idX-Mod .
We begin by spelling out what the 2-functor ST : 2-Grp→ 2-Grp does:
(G0, G1, s, t, i)
T07−→ (G0, ker s, t| ker s,Adi)
S07−→ (G0, ker s⋉G0, pi2, tpi1 ·pi2, i2)
[F = (f0, f1) : G → G
′ ]
T17−→ (f0, f1| ker pi2)
S17−→ (f0, (f1| ker pi2 , f0))
[ϑ : F ⇒ E ]
T27−→ [ g 7→ pi′1ϕ
′ϑg ]
S27−→ [ g 7→ (pi′1ϕ
′ϑg, f0g)]
For any strict 2-group G define the 2-group isomorphism ξG by
ξG = (idG0 , ϕ
−1) : TSG −→ G
where ϕ−1(h, g) = h ig is the inverse of the isomorphism (11). To confirm this
gives a natural transformation we need to check commutativity of diagram
(7) which for our 2-functors looks like this:
2-Grp(G,G′)
(ST )G,G′
//
idG,G′

2-Grp(STG, STG′)
ξG′◦

2-Grp(G,G′)
◦ξG
// 2-Grp(STG,G′)
We then verify that for objects (f0, f1) : G → G
′ the diagram commutes by
using that any morphism h in the 2-group can be uniquely written as k isg
where k ∈ ker s and g = sh:
ξG′ ◦ (ST )G,G′(f0, f1)(g, k isg) = (idG0 , ϕ
′−1) ◦ (f0g, (f1| ker pi2k, f0g))
= (f0g, f1k if0g) = (f0g, f1k f1ig)
= (f0g, f1(k ig)) = (f0, f1) ◦ (g, k ig)
= idG,G′(f0, f1) ◦ (idG0 , ϕ
−1)(g, (k, g))
The verification for 2-morphisms ϑ : F ⇒ E G → G′ is done by express-
ing composition through multiplication and keeping in mind – as well as
carefully distinguishing – the definitions of the various compositions:
iξG′ ◦ (ST )G,G′(ϑ)(g) = ϕ
−1(pi′1ϕ
′ϑg, f0g)
= ϑg isϑg−1if0g = ϑg isϑg
−1f1ig
(9) = ϑg ◦ f1ig = ϑξGg ◦ f1ig
(5) = (ϑ ◦ iξG)(g) = (idG,G′(ϑ) ◦ iξG)(g)
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The other direction is more straightforward. Again, we make explicit the
2-functor TS : X-Mod→ X-Mod:
(G,H, τ, α)
S07−→ (G,H ⋉G,pi2, τpi1 · pi2, i2)
T07−→ (G, ker pi2, τpi1| ker pi2 ,Adi2)
(γ, δ)
S17−→ (γ, (δ, γ))
T17−→ (γ, (δ, γ)| ker pi2)
[η : (γ, δ) ⇒ (Γ,∆)]
S27−→ [ g 7→ (ηg, γg)]
T27−→ [ g 7→ (pi′1ϕ
′(ηg, γg), γg) = (ηg, e)]
For any crossed module χ we define the crossed module isomorphism
ζχ = (idG, pi1| ker pi2) : TSχ −→ χ
and verify that the diagram of natural transformations (7) commutes: On
the level of objects in X-Mod(χ, χ′) we get for a crossed module morphism
(γ, δ) : χ→ χ′ that
ζχ′ ◦ TS(γ, δ) = (γ, δpi1| ker pi2) = (γ, δ) ◦ (idG, pi1| ker pi2) = idχ,χ′(γ, δ) ◦ ζχ
On the morphism level, for crossed module 2-morphisms η : (γ, δ)⇒ (Γ,∆)
we have
iζχ′ ◦ TS(η) = iζχ′ ◦ [ g 7→ (ηg, e)] = pi1[ g 7→ (ηg, e)] = η
= ∆e · η idG = η ◦ iζχ = idχ,χ′(η) ◦ iζχ .
We have thus shown:
Theorem. The 2-categories 2-Grp and X-Mod are 2-equivalent.
This equivalence enables us to get the best of both worlds and go back
and forth between strict 2-groups and crossed modules when working with
them. Strict 2-groups are well known objects in category theory and lend
themselves for category theoretical reasoning, while crossed modules are
frequently more convenient for computations and appear in examples from
homotopy theory or when working with central extensions as is detailed in
the following section.
7. CENTRAL EXTENSIONS GIVE CROSSED MODULES
A class of examples for crossed modules and thus strict 2-groups can be
constructed from central extensions.
Definition. For a group G, a central extension is a group homomorphism
τ : H → G such that ker(τ) is in the centre of H and
1 −→ ker(τ) −→ H
τ
−→ G −→ 1
is a short exact sequence.
Given a central extension τ : H → G all that is missing to the quadruple
we need for a crossed module is an action of G on H. To construct that,
choose an arbitrary section s : G→ H of τ and define a morphism
α : G×H −→ H (g, h) 7−→ Ads(g)(h) .
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Using a different section s′ : G→ H to define α′ lets us compute
α(g, h)α′(g, h)−1 = s(g)hs(g)−1s′(g)h−1s′(g)−1
= s(g)s(g)−1s′(g)hh−1s′(g)−1 = e
– using that s(g)−1s′(g) is in the kernel of τ , thus central. Hence α is inde-
pendent of the choice of section s. Equivariance of τ is seen using definitions:
τα(g, h) = τ(s(g)hs(g)−1) = g τh g−1
Noting that elements h−1s(τ(h)) are central in H, the Peiffer identity (13)
follows as well,
α(τh, h′) = s(τh)h′s(τh)−1hh−1 = s(τh)s(τh)−1hh′h−1 = hh′h−1,
making (G,H, τ, α) a crossed module as desired. The example of the central
extension can be seen as the special case of the exact sequence
1 −→ ker τ −→ H
τ
−→ G −→ coker τ −→ 1
we get for a crossed module in the case that τ is an epimorphism. The
computations done above highlight that the Peiffer identity forces ker τ to
be central.
Taking the other extreme of that sequence with H a normal subgroup
and τ a monomorphism, we get the familiar sequence
1 −→ H
τ
−→ G −→ G/H −→ 1
which gives rise to a crossed module as well with the action α given by conju-
gation and equivariance as well as the Peiffer identity holding automatically
because of that.
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